
   

 

 
IDS Retail Window Display: Captivating, Dynamic, and Engaging  

Revolutionize Your Storefront with the IDS Digital Window Displays! 

IDS Digital Displays retail window displays can offer a range of benefits for both retailers and their 
potential clients. Here's a breakdown of the advantages highlighted in your message: 

Campaign Scheduling: IDS retail window displays allow for precise campaign scheduling, ensuring 
that your messages are displayed at times when they are most likely to capture the attention of your 
target audience. This strategic timing can lead to higher engagement and conversion rates. 

Central Control: Managing content from a centralized location streamlines the process of updating 
and coordinating displays across multiple locations. This leads to more efficient content 
management, reducing the chances of inconsistencies in messaging and branding. 

Community Engagement: Using window displays to promote local businesses and support 
community causes not only showcases your commitment to the local economy but also enhances 
your brand's reputation as a community-focused entity. This can foster stronger customer loyalty 
and positive associations. 

Engaging Videos: Incorporating immersive videos, such as property tours, can significantly enhance 
the customer experience. Videos have the power to provide a dynamic and interactive presentation, 
allowing potential clients to better visualize and understand the features of a property or product. 

Real-Time Updates: Providing real-time updates about property or product availability, status 
changes, or any relevant information keeps prospects well-informed. This transparency builds trust 
and helps potential clients make informed decisions more quickly. 



   

Cost Efficiency & Sustainability: Our retail window displays eliminate the need for costly print 
materials and frequent physical updates. By going digital, you not only save on printing expenses but 
also contribute to a more sustainable environment by reducing paper waste. 

Impress Customers: The use of modern technology and engaging content in your displays can leave a 
lasting impression on potential clients. It showcases your brand as innovative, up-to-date, and 
invested in providing the best customer experience. 

Key Features 

IDS retail window displays contribute to their effectiveness and appeal. These features and their 
benefits are: 

IPS Panel: An IPS (In-Plane Switching) panel offers superior colour accuracy, wide viewing angles, 
and excellent visibility even in bright sunlight. This ensures that your content looks vibrant and clear, 
catching the attention of passers-by and potential clients. 

Plug and Play: The plug-and-play feature simplifies the setup process, reducing the need for 
technical expertise. This enables a quick and hassle-free installation, saving time and ensuring that 
your displays are up and running smoothly. 

Android OS: The Android operating system provides a user-friendly interface for managing and 
updating content. It's familiar to many users, making it easier for businesses to navigate and 
customize the display's content without a steep learning curve. 

Scheduled Power: The ability to schedule the on-off timings of your displays contributes to energy 
efficiency. You can ensure that the displays are active during peak hours and turn them off when foot 
traffic is lower, thus conserving energy and prolonging the display's lifespan. 

These features collectively enhance the effectiveness of your IDS retail window displays in various 
ways: 

Visual Quality: The IPS panel ensures that your content is displayed with exceptional clarity, making 
it more engaging and appealing to viewers. 

Ease of Use: Plug-and-play and Android OS make content management and updates intuitive, 
allowing you to keep your displays current and relevant without technical difficulties. 

Maximized Impact: Multiple display options increase the chances of capturing the attention of a 
wider audience, increasing the overall impact of your messaging. 

Efficiency and Sustainability: Scheduled power features help you optimize energy usage, contributing 
to cost savings and environmental responsibility. 

What’s Included 

Extended 3-Year Warranty: An extended warranty provides your clients with peace of mind, 
assuring them of the displays' quality and durability over an extended period. This can enhance trust 
in your product and brand. 

Content Management Software (CMS): The CMS empowers you to take full control of your 
messaging. You can easily update and manage content, ensuring that your displays are always 
showcasing the most relevant information. 



   

Mobile Device Management (MDM): We deploy commercial grade MDM which will allow us to help 
you manage your displays remotely. This feature is particularly useful for businesses with multiple 
locations, as it enables efficient content updates and troubleshooting without the need for physical 
presence. 

IDS Customer Care and Support Agreement: Having customer care and support in place is crucial. It 
ensures that your clients have assistance whenever they encounter issues or need guidance, 
reinforcing your commitment to their satisfaction. 

Finance Options Available: Offering flexible finance options makes your product more accessible to a 
wider range of businesses, allowing them to invest in your displays without straining their budgets. 

Product Setup and Training: Providing expert guidance for product setup and training ensures that 
your clients can start using the displays seamlessly. This reduces the learning curve and potential 
frustrations, enhancing their overall experience. 

Installation Available: Offering installation services saves your clients time and effort, as they can 
leave the setup process to professionals who are experienced with your product. 

By including these components and services in your package, we aim to deliver, not only a great 
retail display but also a complete solution that addresses various aspects of the customer 
experience: 

Convenience: Simple to install with product setup services and support making it easier for clients to 
get up and running quickly. 

Assurance: The extended warranty, customer care agreement, and training instil confidence in the 
quality of your product and the support they'll receive. 

Empowerment: The CMS and MDM tools empower clients to control their messaging and displays 
efficiently. 

Accessibility: Flexible finance options widen your potential customer base. 

IDS Retail Window Displays empower you to strategically communicate your offerings, values, and 
commitment. By integrating these features into your marketing strategy, you stand to increase 
engagement, improve brand perception, and drive meaningful connections with your target 
audience. 

Ready to Elevate Your Retail experience?  

Contact us today to learn more about IDS Retail Window Displays. Capture attention, 
drive foot traffic, and stay ahead in the modern retail landscape! 

📞 Phone: 1800 848 894 
📧 Email: info@idsdigitaldisplays.com  
🌐 Website: www.idsdigitaldisplays.com  


